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Outline
• Introduction
• Effects of Z′ bosons in W+W- production at ILC with 

* Ecm=0.5 TeV and 1 TeV, Lint=500 fb-1 – 1ab-1 ;
* low energy option: Ecm= 250GeV, 350 GeV with 100 fb-1.

• High sensitivity of e+e-W+W- to Z′ at 2MW<<Ecm<<M Z′
(violation of the SM gauge cancellation mechanism).

• “Conventional” Z′ models: (E6, LR, SSM).
• Discovery reach on M Z′ and Z-Z′ mixing angle  → compare 

with current limits.
• Analogous effects in e+e-W+W- from competitor model --

anomalous gauge couplings (AGC).
• Main  goal – disdinguishing Z′ effects from AGC.
• Role of longitudinally polarized beams.
• Conclusion



Introduction
Heavy neutral gauge Z’-bosons, are predicted by many 
theoretical schemes of physics beyond the SM, and their 
properties represent important tests of such extended 
models. 

Current limits on Z’ mass from LHC(7TeV):  M(Z’) >1.5—
1.7 TeV.

For ILC with    Ecm 1 TeV
only indirect signatures of Z’ exchanges may occur at 
future colliders, through deviations of the measured 
observables (cross sections, asymmetries etc.) from the 
SM predictions.





In the case of indirect discovery the effects may be subtle and
many different new physics (NP) scenarios may lead to the
same or similar experimental signatures.

It is clear that determination of the origin of the NP in these
cases will prove more difficult and new tools must be
available to deal with this potentiality.

Here, we propose such a technique that makes use of the
specific modifications in angular distributions of the process
e+e-W+W- induced by Z-Z′ mixing and Z′ exchange from
those caused by AGC.



Models of Z’-bosons:
The list of Z’-models that will be considered in our analysis is the following: 

1) E6 models:

2) Left-Right models (LR):

3) Sequential Standard Model (SSM), where the couplings to fermions are the 
same as those of the SM Z.
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three popular possible U(1) Z’ scenarios originating from the 
exceptional group E6 breaking:



The mass eigenstates Z1 and Z2 are:

mass shift due to Z-Z’ mixing.

Z-Z′-mixing



e+e-W+W- in SM



Matrix element of s-channel component in the SM can be written as:

where s and are the total c.m. squared energy and production
angle; denotes helicity of electrons, – kinematical
coefficient. Triple gauge boson constants are defined as (in units e):



Parametrization of Z′-boson effects



Matrix element
Matrix element of s-channel component for process

and
.

  WWZZee 21 ,,



Note: if             , no Z’ effects occur in 
( in contrast to e+e- f+f- )

The matrix element can be rewritten in terms of two
independent parameters and          
[A.P., N. Paver, C.Verzegnassi] :

0 e e W W   



Parameters and “absorb” Z′-boson effects:

Here

( mass shift).



Model-independent parametrization of the Z’ effects in 
terms of        and        is both general and useful for 
phenomenological purposes, in particular to compare 
different sources of NP effects,

Z’ vs. AGC. 



Current data [Erler, et al., Langacker et al., 2009]:

,   

.                       

Simplified form for       and          (couplings to first order in
and                       ):
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For specific Z’ models (with fixed  v’ and a’) there is a 
relation between       and       :

(independent of      and M2).
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Parametrization of AGC effects
Notations [G. Gounaris et al., 1992].

Trilinear WWV interaction which conserves
U(1)em , C and P, can be written as (                 ):

where 

4 eme 



Lagrangian: 2 SM terms and 5 terms with AGC’s

(δγ =0 ,   U(1)em  symmetry).

Alternative parametrization: .
They are related as:



with   AGC

(see also I. Marchesini, this section)
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Z′ illustrations







Discovery reach on Z′ parameters

• Channel: 

• Angular range is divided into 10 equal size bins.
• function is defined in terms of the expected number of events in
each bin:

where                                  with             the time-integrated luminosity, and
(                  )
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Experimental InputsExperimental Inputs
• √s = 0.5 (1) TeV (and also low energy option) 

• Integrated Luminosity:  Lint= 500 (1000) fb-1

• Polarization:                     ,

• Efficiency:

• Systematics: δεW/εW=0.5%,  δPL/PL= 0.5% 

• Rad. corrections:

(Initial-state QED corrections (ISR) to on-shell W pair production 

in the flux function approach)
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Distinguishing between Z′ and AGC
• Model-independent analysis

yZyγxZxγδZ
δγ=0AGC

────ΔZΔγ
Z’

Consequences:

• models with Δγ=0 and ΔZ≠0 → Z’ and AGC 
indistinguishable (e.g. Z’SSM)

• models with Δγ ≠0, Z’:    distinguishable from AGC.

!!



Goal: Differentiate various Z’ models from similar effects caused by 
AGC , e.g.       :

Z’ (Δγ,  ΔZ )   vs AGC (    )     (others AGC =0).

Assumption: a Z’ model is consistent with the data (“true” model), 
AGC (“tested” model) 

“Confusion” regions of values where AGC (xγ)
model can be indistinguishable from the Z′ scenario:

x
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Model dependent analysis







Concluding remarks
•We discussed the foreseeable sensitivity to Z’s of W-pair production cross 
sections at ILC, especially as regards the potential of distinguishing  observable
effects of the Z' from analogous ones due to competitor models with AGC that 
can lead to the same or similar new physics experimental signatures. 

• We shown that the sensitivity of ILC for probing the Z-Z' mixing and its
capability to distinguish these two new physics scenarios is substantially 
enhanced when the polarization of the initial beams  (and also, possibly
produced W± bosons)  are considered. 

• ILC (0.25TeV) and ILC(0.35TeV) allow to obtain bounds on Z-Z’ mixing at the 
same level as those of current experimental limits (derived mostly from on Z 
resonance LEP1 and SLC data), and therefore provide complementary 
information; differentiating Z’ from AGC is impossible.   

• ILC (0.5TeV) and ILC(1 TeV) allow to improve current bounds on Z-Z’ mixing;  
differentiating Z’ from AGC is feasible.




